MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED

SOURIAU designs and manufacturers, rugged connectors for harsh environments for medical,
lighting, instrumentation, solar energy, defense, and heavy industry. Sunbank manufacturers back
shells for the connector industry. Rugged interconnect for outside the box for IP rated environments and
Mil-C standard connectors. www.souriau-industrial.com www.sunbank.com

DELPHI is a leading global supplier for the automotive/electric, military, aerospace, computing,
communications, energy, and consumer markets. Supplying customer connectors and wire harness
assemblies. http://delphi.com/manufacturers/auto/connection-systems

C&M CORPORATION is a vertically integrated manufacturer of bulk cable, coil cords and cable
assemblies for a variety of fields including renewable energy, military, industrial, robotics and medical
operating devices. www.cmcorporation.com

Radiall USA, Inc is a leading manufacturer of RF Coaxial Connectors and Assemblies,
Multipin Aerospace Connectors, Antennas, Fiber Optic and Active Optics products, RF &
Microwave Switches and Microwave Components. http://www.radiall.com/

FUJIKURA-DDK Circular connectors, 5015’s.
http://www.fujikura.co.jp/eng/products/electronics/connectors/01/2050164_12800.html

POWER DYNAMICS offers a comprehensive range of connectors including EMI/RFI Filters, NEMA
Receptacles, PIN and Sleeve/IEC 60309 compliant components. www.powerdynamics.com

Golden State Assembly provides complete, turn-key engineered solutions for your wiring, harnessing
and custom cable assembly requirements. Located in Bay Area our engineering and technical sales staff
will work with you, review your needs, and provide you with the most cost effective solutions available in
the industry. www.gsassembly.com

EPT enters the market as a board level specialist featuring 2mm Compact PCI, DIN connectors,
AdvancedTCA, MicroTCA, ConcardPlus, Flexilink, Hard metric, and IEC compliant connectors.
www.ept-usa.com

Archtech Electronics suppliers a wide range of interconnect, copper over molded assemblies, ODM
manufacturer, expertise in plastics and contract manufacturer for military, medical and industrial
customers. www.archtech.net

Gold Technologies
With its own Engineering and Manufacturing facility and expertise, Gold Technologies can design
and manufacture what you need in semiconductor testing - from spring probe pogo pins to test
sockets. From prototype, validation to high volume ATE and Burn In. All are made in the USA. We
can response to what you need today to solve tomorrow's toughest interconnect challenges.
www.goldtec.com

TSP Precision Technology- develops, designs and manufacturer’s precision tooling for the electronic
industry. They also have the capability to build components for automotive, solar and electric
vehicles. TSP has facilities that can manufacturer full box assemblies. www.tsp.cn

